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CODA Requirements for 

Educational Methodology   
 by Cindy Biron Leiseca  

Despite the many educational methodology 
courses available today, programs are still 
being cited for not meeting the standards. 
Here is the actual standard from the Dental 

Assisting  Self-Study Guide for Accredita-

tion, (Standard 3-7 from the DH Self-Study 

guide is similar), and the important points 

so often missed or misinterpreted are bold-

ed in RED: 

3-5 Dental assisting faculty must have 

background in and current knowledge of 

dental assisting, the specific subjects they 

are teaching and educational theory and 

methodology consistent with teaching 

assignment, e.g., curriculum development, 

educational psychology, test construc-

tion, measurement and evaluation. 

Intent:                                                                 

Dental assisting faculty must have current 

knowledge at an appropriate level for the 

subject they teach, educational theory  and 

methodology, and if applicable, in dis-

tance education techniques and deliv-

ery. Licensed dentists who provide super - 
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Topics that should be included in a com-

plete one day general educational meth-

odology course: 

1) Educational psychology                          
 Learning Environment                                
 Faculty attributes                              
 Student needs 

2) Teaching and Learning Styles                    

 Curriculum Development                  

 Instructor Calibration                             

 Critical thinking                                    

 Online instruction                                            

 Self-evaluation 

3) Test Construction 

4) Assessment of Learning 

5) Feedback and Interaction 

6) Remediation 

It takes a minimum of 8 hours to cover all 

the above topics in one general educa-

tional methodology course.  A four hour 

teaching methodology course is not  

adequate for covering these topics . 

II. Educational Methodology                         

per Subject 

Required for any instructor teaching spe-

cific subjects such as radiology, commu-

nity dentistry, nutrition, oral pathology, 

periodontology, pharmacology, histology, 

oral anatomy, dental materials, medical 

emergencies, clinical dental assisting, 

clinical dental hygiene, ethics, etc.  

What topics should be covered in an 

educational methodology per subject 

course? 

  Continued on Page 3 

vision in the facility as required by the 

state dental practice act, who are not 

evaluating students, should have qualifi-

cations that comply with the state’s dental 

practice act, and are calibrated with pro-

gram policies and protocols, goals and 

objectives.  

What does this standard 

mean? Let’s look at the words and 

where they fit into methodology. 

 Current: within the last two years. So 

that means faculty members need a new 

course in General Educational Methodol-

ogy and subject specific methodology 

every two years.   

Specific  subjects: current knowledge in 

subjects one is teaching such as radiolo-

gy, community dentistry, oral pathology, 

clinical dental hygiene, periodontology, 

etc. and “How to teach” it. 

Educational Methodology & Theory: 

There are two types: 

I. General Educational Methodology 

Required for all full and part time instruc-

tors in clinics and externships (anyone 

teaching and evaluating students).                                    

Registration Deadline:  

July 10, 2017  Link to register: 

https://www.dhmethed.com/



Biron’s Quick  Reference of 2017 Top 400 Drugs 
2017 DH Clinic Key   Available 8/1/17 

Book for learning & reviewing 

Author: Nicole Greco, RDH, BSDH, MA 

John W Preece, DDS, MS 

Karen Wynn, RDH MEd 
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Specific subject methodology courses show 

you how to teach a specific subject by:  

1) providing examples on how to develop 

the course:  

2) writing the course description  

3) preparing specific topic objectives/ 

learning outcomes 

4) structuring and organizing the lesson 

plans 

5) preparing the course syllabus 

6) creating effective visuals such as pow-

er point presentations 

7) delivering topics to students by ex-

plaining and simplifying the complex 

8) diversifying learning activities  

9) constructing test questions specific to 

the subject 

10) effectively evaluating student learning 

11) implementing new information from 

research to assure that the course you 

teach is current and evidence based 

12) linking your course topics to the entire 

program curriculum goals and compe-

tencies. 

So to meet the requirements for Standard 3

-5 in Dental Assisting and 3-7 in Dental 

Hygiene, most faculty members need to 

take more than one methodology course. 

All need general educational methodology 

and each need specific subject educational 

methodology for every course they teach. 

Camp lunches provided at:                        

http://www.joesbistro.com/ 

 Here is how CODA  describes the DH Standard on Educational Methodology 

3-7 The dental hygiene program must be staffed by a core of well-qualified full-

time faculty who possess a baccalaureate or higher degree. Faculty providing 

didactic instruction must have earned at least a baccalaureate degree or be 

currently enrolled in a baccalaureate degree program. All dental hygiene pro-

gram faculty members must have current knowledge of the specific subjects 

they are teaching. All program faculty must have documented background in 

educational methodology consistent with teaching assignments.  

Intent: Faculty should have background in education theory and practice, cur-

rent concepts relative to the specific subjects they are teaching, and current clinical 

practice experience and, if applicable, distance education techniques and de-

livery. Dentists and dental hygienists who supervise students’ clinical procedures 

should have qualifications which comply with the state dental or dental hygiene prac-

tice act. Individuals who teach and supervise dental hygiene students in clinical en-

richment experiences should have qualifications comparable to faculty who teach in 

the dental hygiene clinic and are familiar with the program’s objectives, content, in-

structional methods and evaluation procedures.   

The standards are worded differently for each discipline, but the requirements for 

meeting the standards are about the same.  One methodology course in not enough 

for most faculty members. 

Here is how you can be sure your faculty is demonstrating compliance with 

the standard? 

1. Have everyone who teaches your students on or off campus take a general edu-

cational methodology workshop (full day—all topics) every two years. 

2. Have every instructor who teaches a didactic course or clinical course take an 

educational methodology course specific to the subject they are teaching and 

they should also update by taking continuing education courses on the subject 

annually. 

3. Have every instructor who teaches in a clinical setting, working in clinical prac-

tice some of the time,  summers, a couple days a month in faculty practice or 

community service clinics . 

4. Providing tutorials for students by having students assist and and/or observe 

you practice is an excellent way of meeting this requirement. 

5. Have the program director take curriculum planning and related workshops reg-

ularly to bring the information back to update the faculty for all to be current in 

making informed decisions for  program changes. 

6. Provide faculty CV’s, course certificates, and clinical practice documentation as 

exhibits for demonstrating compliance with the standard.  ♦ 

All accreditation issues will be discussed at Summer Camp 2017 where there 

will be two separate  Accreditation Workshops:            

Dental Hygiene Accreditation Workshop  - August 2nd,  8am-5pm  

Dental Assisting Accreditation Workshop—August 3rd   8am-5pm   

Register online: https://www.dhmethed.com/product-category/courses/  
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Faculty Focus on Clinical Evaluation 

by Cindy Biron Leiseca 

Every student seems to think faculty members are not 

calibrated enough in their evaluation of student clinical 

skills. In part, this may be because each faculty member 

has their own expertise related to specific subjects they 

teach or specialty practices where they have been em-

ployed. 

If you want to know each faculty member’s focus on clini-

cal evaluations, survey the students. Like it or not, stu-

dents collaborate on their grading experiences and dis-

cuss each faculty member’s specific focus, and/or if they 

have just one or two “things” that may be a fixation. They 

know when they have instructor A,  she is focused on 

calculus assessment and removal. When they have in-

structor B if the evaluation will be on periodontal assess-

ment, or with instructor C the evaluation will be on com-

puterized record keeping, etc. 

While it may be important to have instructors who are 

astute on their areas of specialty, it gives students an 

unfair advantage as they place their focus on the focus 

that is typical of the instructor they are assigned each 

day in clinic.                                     Continued on Page 5 
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New Known to many as: 

 “The Faculty Calibration Manual” this 

textbook, Patient Assessment Tutorials is 

a favorite for demonstrating compliance 

with many sections of  CODA  

 Standard 2 Curriculum   

 Standard 6 Patient Care Services 

Continued from Page 3 Faculty Focus on Clinical Evaluation 

How can we determine if an instructor has a specific evaluation focus? 

You could track the areas graded by each faculty member, items marked off, instructor comments etc. You can use an 

excel spreadsheet to do this or the TalEval computerized grading system which does it automatically. The obvious link 

of subject teaching expertise may not always be the rule, but a faculty member who teaches periodontology would cer-

tainly know if what was taught in class the day before clinic was being assimilated into the periodontal assessment 

conducted by a student on the following day. And this instructor seizes the opportunity to teach to his/her expertise. 

There are several methods for determining an instructor’s focus on evaluation. The easiest might be including a list of 

the items of the dental hygiene process of care in a student evaluation of each instructor in the faculty evaluation form. 

The form would ask students to number in order of priority the areas where the instructor places their focus in teaching 

and grading students. This is just one example of the list to include in a student evaluation of each instructor: 

——Patient interaction/communication   ——DH diagnosis and treatment planning 

——Medical history/Vital signs    ——Patient education and preventive care   

——Oral inspection/assessment of soft tissue  ——Periodontal Instrumentation 

——Assessment  of periodontal condition  ——Removal of calculus  

——Assessment of hard tissue    ____Record keeping and documentation   

——Correlation of radiographic findings   ____Infection control    

——Assessment of  soft and hard deposits  ____ Professionalism  

____ Instructor seems evenly focused on all aspects of the  DH process of care 

Your list could be different in that it could better reflect the verbiage used in your clinical evaluations. The best time to 

conduct these evaluations is at the end of each semester. Trends in instructor focus would become evident over time 

with  a comparison of student findings over several semesters/years. One survey of a class does not provide proof of 

instructor focus or determine a trend. The findings can be shared with each instructor privately so they can see how 

students perceive their focus and the areas in which they might need to place more focus.◊ 



See Cindy’s TalEval documents on this link: http://www.dhmethed.com/taleval-grading/  www.AmericasSoftware.com   

The BEST  computerized  
grading & tracking system  
designed just for DH  pro-
grams. Conducts surveys 
and generates reports for 
CODA self-study exhibits. 



Test Sticks Say Little   
                                                                                        
Just because the instrument cutting edge grabs a test stick, 
it doesn’t mean the sharpening technique restores the origi-
nal contour of the instrument blade. If the test stick alone is 
your criteria for determining the effectiveness of your sharp-
ening technique, please look at the research. 
 
Int J Dent Hyg. 2015 May;13(2):145-50. doi: 10.1111/idh.12109. 
Epub 2014 Nov 9. 

Evaluation of three different manual tech-
niques of sharpening curettes through a 
scanning electron microscope: a random-
ized controlled experimental study. 

Di Fiore A1, Mazzoleni S, Fantin F, Favero L, De Francesco M, 
Stellini E.   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Abstract   
                                                                                                                                                                                                      

OBJECTIVE:  
 
The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of three dif-
ferent techniques for manually sharpening of periodontal curettes (PCs) 
by examining the blades with the aid of scanning electron microscope 
(SEM).                               

 
METHODS:  
 
Three groups were considered based on three sharpening methods 
used: group A (moving a PC over a stationary stone); group B (moving a 
stone over a stationary PC) and group C (moving a PC over a stone 
fixed, placed on a 'sharpening horse'). After the sharpening, the blades 
were examined using SEM. The SEM images were assessed inde-
pendently by five different independent observers. An evaluation board 
was used to assign a value to each image. A preliminary pilot study was 
conducted to establish the number of samples. Pearson's correlation test 
was used to assess the correlations between measurements. anova test 
with Bonferroni's post hoc test was used to compare the three groups.                                                                                                                                                                    
 
RESULTS:  
 
Sixty PCs (20 PCs per group) were used in this study. Statistically signifi-
cant differences emerged between the three groups (P-value = 0.001). 
Bonferroni's test showed that the difference between groups A and B was 
not statistically significant (P-value = 0.80), while it was significant for the 
comparisons between groups A and C (P-value = 0.005) and between 
groups B and C (P-value = 0.001).  
                                                                                                                
CONCLUSIONS: 
  
The sharpening technique used in group C, which involved the use of the 
sharpening horse, proved the most effective. 
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Descriptive Statistical Analysis of 
scores in the measurements 

Observer 1 Observer 2 Observer 3 Observer 4 Observer 5 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Group A (Moving Inst. Stationary 
Stone without Sharpening Horse) 

2.3 0.44 2.5 0.97 2.5 0.51 2.2 0.70 2.5 0.51 

Group B (Moving Stone – Stationary 
Inst.) Worst Technique   

2.9 0.97 3.1 0.60 3.4 0.81 3.4 0.68 3.2 0.94 

Group C (Moving Inst. Stationary 
Stone with Sharpening Horse fixture 

1.5 0.51 1.6 0.51 1.6 0.60 1.6 0.50 1.6 0.51 

Group A : Moving Instrument—Stationary Stone    

without aide of Sharpening Horse 

Group B: Moving Stone– Stationary Instrument 

Group C: Moving Instrument-Stationary Stone with aide 

of Sharpening Horse fixture  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25382386
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mazzoleni%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25382386
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fantin%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25382386
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Favero%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25382386
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=De%20Francesco%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25382386
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Stellini%20E%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25382386


We Learn From Our Students! 

The Sharpening Horse was introduced six years ago with the demonstration of one technique: Fulcrum on the beam of the Horse 
while moving the instrument across the stone and pivoting  to maintain the contours of the blade. Some faculty and students found 
the technique difficult to master. Sure enough, students taught us a simpler technique. Fulcrum on the leg or fulcrum the whole hand 
on the table holding the instrument stationary while using the non-dominant hand to move the entire Sharpening Horse Fixture and 
Stone as a unit  around the entire blade. As long as the face of the blade was kept parallel to the table top and movement according 
to the contours of the blade were maintained; precise, perfect cutting edges were created. Since the sharpening technique was still 
performed along the length of the blade, no multi-bevels or irregularities were created. No conical stone finishing necessary. 

 

The Sharpening Horse – allows the clinician to perform 

Stationary Stone, Moving Instrument technique while 

using a fulcrum and seeing the blade against the 

stone. 

Page 8 

Original technique: Fulcrum on the Beam 

Student 2nd technique: Fulcrum on the leg. Student 3rd technique: Fulcrum on table move entire fixture/stone 

Student 3rd technique: Fulcrum on table move entire fixture/stone Student 3rd technique: Fulcrum on table move entire fixture/stone finish-

ing around toe with face parallel to table top.  Eureka! Perfectly shaped, 

sharp instruments! 

 

Watch the video demonstration to learn the new techniques: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=r4A56UuTP3Q&feature=youtu.be  

And the technique is easy for either edge always moving heel to toe! 



Testimonials on the Sharpening Horse  

                                            Page 9 

  

“Now that the students use the Sharpening Horse, we can introduce sharpening earlier in the curriculum as it is so easy for them to master the 
technique. The instruments last longer.  When they trade in their instruments  before they take their boards the instruments are not over sharp-
ened and worn like they use to be with the old techniques.  With the Sharpening Horse technique there is more cutting edge left than before.  It is 
much easier to get consistency with their sharpening with this technique.  I have tried all the sharpening systems out there and this is the only 
thing that truly works!”                    Marta Ferguson, RDH, PhD,  Director of Dental Hygiene, Indian River State College, FL 
 

“The report from the second year instructors is that the students' instruments are not only sharp, but they are holding their shape and contour 
which is a vast improvement over the stationary instrument/moving stone method which caused many curets to be turned into sickles from hold-
ing the stone at the wrong angle.  The Sharpening Horse is easy to teach and use!” Janet Ogden, RDH, MS   Columbia Basin College, WA.   
 

“We teach the students the stationary instrument/moving stone method first and then show them the Sharpening Horse.  This year, the students 
wanted to know why we taught the other method when the Sharpening Horse is so much easier and exact.  I like the Sharpening Horse because it 
makes sharpening so easy.  “DIY Sharpening for Dummy's!” No need to spend so much time thinking about angles.  The Sharpening Horse auto-
matically "sets the perfect angle" of  the stone for the bevel of the blade.” Susan Smith, RDH, MS  Clinic Coordinator, Wake Technical College, 
Raleigh, NC. ” 
 

“I discussed the Sharpening Horse technique with the full-time faculty and they said instrument sharpening has been much easier to teach  and 
learn using the Sharpening Horse technique.  By using it routinely students have positive experiences with their instrumentation.  The Sharpening 
Horse helps to maintain the integrity of the instruments. “ Susan Moss RDH, MS,  Collin State College, McKinney, TX   
 

“The Sharpening Horse design is a brilliant, user friendly approach to the critical maintenance of dental hygiene instruments. The concept and the 
technique is very adaptable for novice and experts in dental hygiene, and our program faculty made the Sharpening Horse its choice recommenda-
tion for the dental hygiene student kits from this time forward!” Vicki L. Snell RDH, EdM  Lewis & Clark Community College, IL 
 

“Recently I had the opportunity to  sharpen many instrument kits for a hands on scaling technique presentation.  Each kit contained 10 various 
curettes and scalers.  I was amazed at how easy it was to sharpen these instruments quickly and precisely with the Sharpening Horse. I recommend 
the Sharpening Horse to all my students, faculty and fellow hygienists at every given opportunity.  When I am in clinic and instruments need sharp-
ening I have the students take their instruments for a quick ride on the Sharpening Horse and they are truly amazed at how accurate and easy this 
technique is to return their blades back to a sharp and effective working edge.”       Cathleen Korondi, CDA, RDH, EdM, Director of Dental Hygiene  
Illinois Central College 
 

The sharpening horse has proven to be the best method of sharpening instruments for our students.   The technique is easy to learn for beginning 
clinicians, producing a sharp cutting edge and maintaining  the original design of the  blade. The instruments are lasting longer, since the students 
can consistently control the angle, pressure and movement of the blade against the stone.  They  love it and sharpening has never been so 
easy. Michele Edwards, CDA, RDH, MS  Tallahassee Community College Dental Programs, FL.   
 

Instrument sharpening is one of the most important, yet challenging, skills for hygiene students to master. The Sharpening Horse makes this skill 
easy to learn  and students can quickly produce a perfectly sharp cutting edge restoring the blade in its original design. Confidence in their ability 
to produce a sharp cutting edge motivates students to employ instrument sharpening as a routine daily task. Jill S. Nield-Gehrig, RDH, MS   Dean 
Emeritus Asheville-Buncombe Technical College, NC 

The Sharpening Horse is great to use chairside as it is easy to use and to autoclave. It has given the stu-
dents the confidence to sharpen their instruments without asking, “Am I doing this right?”  Our instruc-
tors say that the Sharpening Horse makes it so easy for students to sharpen instruments they actually 
use it in clinic!” Catherine Dunn, RDH, MS  Director of Dental Hygiene Mississippi Delta College 

Sharpening Horse Kits include the fixture, ceramic stone, 

directions and test sticks.                                                          

Bulk orders of 10 or more for students is  $63.00 per kit                                                                                                                                        

Original instructions on how to use the Sharpening Horse can also  

be  found on  Pages 616-623 of this textbook 

Contact us to bulk order for students:  

Cindy@DHmethEd.com  or call (888) 829-9013 
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Changes for Summer Camp 2017 

Due to popular demand we are changing our venue 

back to Hampton Inn & Suites Historic Harbor Down-

town Fernandina Beach, Amelia Island, FL. All clas-

ses will be held in the hotel or within walking dis-

tance at nearby meeting rooms. 

Course #1 DH Clinical Teaching Methodology has 

been increased to 16 hours for the same price as 

the 12 hour course we offered last year. 

Course #2 Radiology Educator’s Workshop is led by 

Dr. John Preece and Dr. Allison Buchanan and now 

also includes a half day of hands-on instruction plus 

a half day of “How to Teach Radiology” course ma-

terials by Bobbie Brown and Rene Graham. 

Course #7 Community Dental Educator’s Workshop 

now includes the “How to Teach Community Dentis-

try” course by Bobbie Brown with all course materi-

als on a flash drive. 

Course #8 Oral Path Symposium by Dr. Robert 

Langlais & Dr. Chris Miller will be provided for both 

educators and practitioners. 

Courses #10 Prevention of Medical Errors and #11 

Domestic Violence are minimally priced courses re-

quired for Florida State Licensure for practitioners. 

but allied dental educators are welcomed to attend. 

Please see the abbreviated course descriptions on 

pages 14-16 of this newsletter. 

 

 

 

  

References : CODA website Links  

CODA Meeting Documents 2017: 

http://www.ada.org/en/coda/accreditation/coda-meeting
-materials  

DH Accreditation Standards Implementation 2017:                                                    
http://www.ada.org/~/media/CODA/Files/2017_dh.pdf?la=en 

DH Self Study Guide Implementation 2017:                                                                           
http://www.ada.org/en/coda/site-visits/prep-for-allied-dental-
site-visit/allied-dental-site-visit-documents 

Unofficial Report of Major Actions August 2016:                                                 
http://www.ada.org/~/media/CODA/Files/
coda_actions_Aug2016.pdf?la=en 

Evaluation and Operational Policies and Procedures:                   
http://www.ada.org/~/media/CODA/Files/
eopp_changes_summer2016.pdf?la=en 

Dental Therapy Standards:                                                                 

http://www.ada.org/~/media/CODA/Files/dt.pdf?la=en  

Designed by an elite team of practicing hygienists and recognized ergonomic and infection control experts, 

the RDH Elite works to improve ergonomics, productivity and career longevity. Encompassing an optimal field 

width and depth recommended for dental hygiene professionals, the optics deliver a crisp image with edge-

to-edge clarity. Capitalizing on ever-changing fashion, the loupe’s frame also incorporates interchangeable 

temple tips and color emblems for added personal style. 

•http://www.orascoptic.com/products/loupes/xv1-loupe-light  

http://www.orascoptic.com/products/loupes/xv1-loupe-light
http://www.orascoptic.com/products/loupes/xv1-loupe-light
http://www.orascoptic.com/products/loupes/xv1-loupe-light


                       Summer Camp 2017 Abbreviate Course Descriptions 

1. Dental Hygiene Clinical Teaching Methodology (16 ceu’s)   Mon.  July 31, and Tues. Aug. 1st 8:00 AM-5:00 PM (Two Days)   
Course Instructors:  Cindy Biron Leiseca, RDH, EMT,; Christine Dominick, CDA, RDH, MS; Melissa Olson, CDA, RDH, BS; Megan 
Olson, CDA, RDH, ; Melany Thien, RDH, MS; Cristina Lekas, CDA, RDH, BAS; Cynthia Wampler, CRDH, MS 
Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/01-dh-clinical-teaching-methodology/  
This 16 hour workshop will provide the participants with methods of teaching all phases of the DH clinical education with an em-
phasis on the progression of skill development throughout the dental hygiene clinical education. Included in electronic format on 
the course flash drive are syllabi and clinical course schedules, lesson plans, evaluation methods, calibration exercises, outcomes 
assessment plans and materials for day to day operations of the various clinic levels. The first morning session is devoted to the 
planning of the preclinic instruction, and includes the syllabi, lesson plans and schedule of practice sessions. The afternoon session 
includes hands-on methods of teaching periodontal instrumentation to first year dental hygiene students. A simulation lab with 
periodontally involved typodonts is set up for one-on-one instruction with workshop participants. On Tuesday, August 1st the 
morning session includes hands-on in advanced root instrumentation teaching methodology. The final afternoon session provides 
the participants with methods of teaching, calibrating faculty and evaluating student learning in the clinical setting and ways of 
maximizing the opportunity for student learning while providing evidence based patient centered care.   
 
2. Radiology Educator’s Workshop (20 ceu’s)  Mon. July 31, and Tues. Aug. 1, 8:00 AM- 5:00 PM and Wed. Aug. 2, 8:00 AM-Noon 
Course Presenters: John W. Preece, DDS, MS,  Allison Buchanan, DMD,  Renee Graham, RDH, MS, Roberta Brown, CDA, RDH, MS  
Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/02-radiology-educators-workshop/ 
This workshop provides credentialing for radiology educators of dental, dental assisting and dental hygiene students in accredited 
programs. The twenty hour workshop includes all teaching methods and course materials necessary for teaching a state of the art 
radiology course in all dental and allied dental programs. Group activities are provided to compliment the corresponding lecture 
component and provide practical understanding of theoretical concepts and their application to dental radiography. All radiology 
topics are included along with dental radiology curriculum design and sequencing, assessing competency in radiography, teaching 
strategies to help make teaching various "theoretical principles" understandable to students from a wide variety of educational 
backgrounds.  This workshop deals with a wide range of topics with some group participation & discussion.  A lot of "How do you 
teach…"  "What do you do if/when…." types of issues.  Making radiation physics fun and other challenges. The course will include a 
hands-on component for teaching placement of sensors in digital radiography. Each attendee will receive a Flash drive loaded with 
all materials needed to teach radiology.  
 
3.  How to Teach Dental Materials(4ceu’s)   Wed. Aug. 2, 1:00 – 5:00 PM  
Course Instructor: Roberta Brown, CDA, RDH, MS 
Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/03-how-to-teach-dental-materials/ 
This course includes the entire contents of the Dental Materials course for dental assisting and dental hygiene students. The course 
includes the course manual, syllabus, power point presentations, class activities, laboratory sessions, course projects, case based 
quizzes and exams. The entire course is placed in electronic format on flash drives for each course attendee. The instructor will 
direct course attendees in the methods of teaching dental materials to students. Ways of simplifying the complex topics of the sub-
ject matter are clearly explained so that seasoned and novice educators will be well prepared to deliver the information in their 
own courses. The course can be applied in conjunction with any of the Dental Materials textbooks currently available for dental 
assisting and dental hygiene education.  

4. DH Accreditation Workshop (8 ceu’s)   Wed. Aug,2, 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM   Course Instructor: Gwen Welling, RDH, MS                           
Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/04-dh-accreditation-workshop/    

This presentation is designed to guide dental hygiene educators through the accreditation process, prepare them for a site visit and 
introduce them to procedures required before and after the site visit.  It provides detailed instructions on demonstrating compli-
ance with the Commission on Dental Accreditation (CODA) Standards for Dental Hygiene Education Programs and how to address 
each standard.  There will be an emphasis placed on the most frequently cited standards.  Updates and changes in the standards 
are compared with previous accreditation standards to assist attendees in managing what is now expected from the standards. 
This course provides a step by step guide to organizing and preparing a self-study document. We will have completed self-study 
documents at the end of the day for your review to assist you with planning the format of your own school's document. Guidelines 
for conducting a successful site visit are provided in this course. The “Do's” and “Don'ts” of a successful site visit will be clearly out-
lined for the attendees. The course includes electronic documents that serve as templates for exhibits that are in electronic format 
on a flash drive for each attendee.  This course does not provide participants with entire self-study electronic documents or guar-
antee one's success at preparing a self-study document or a recommendation free report from the CODA site visit committee.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                   Continued on Page 12 
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Summer Camp 2017 Course Descriptions Continued 
 
5 Dental Assisting Accreditation Workshop (8ceu’s)   Thurs, Aug, 3,  8AM-5:00 PM 
Course Instructors:  Christine Dominick, CDA, RDH, MS  
Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/05-da-accreditation-workshop/ 
The morning session is designed to assist dental assisting educators with the accreditation process, and it provides detailed instruc-
tions on demonstrating compliance with accreditation Standards 1 through 2. An emphasis is placed on the sections of standards 
that are most frequently cited. This course includes electronic documents that are placed on flash drives for each attendee. The 
first set of exhibits contains an outcomes assessment matrix, outcomes assessment tools, presentations of program. Information 
on the curriculum, including the Curriculum Management Plan and all aspects of these standards are addressed in this course. Elec-
tronic exhibits provide supportive documentation for the clinical education portions of Standard 2. The afternoon session provides 
detailed instructions on demonstrating compliance with accreditation Standards 3 through 6. The electronic documents on the 
flash drive for Standard 6 include a Radiation Safety Plan, Exposure Control Plan, Medical Emergency Plan, and Quality Assurance 
Plan. Complete self-study documents will be available at the end of the day for your review. The Do's and Don'ts of the site visit will 
be clearly explained to the attendees. This course does not provide participants with entire self-study electronic documents or 
guarantee one's success at preparing a self-study document or a recommendation free report from their visiting site team.  
 
6. How to Teach Local Anesthesia  (4ceu’s)   Thurs.. Aug.3, 8:00 AM-Noon  Course Instructor: Brent Molen, RDH MA Ed 

Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/06-how-to-teach-local-anesthesia-theory-lab/  

The course includes the course syllabus, power point presentations, class activities, clinical teaching activities and case based quiz-
zes and exams. All the materials are placed in electronic format on a flash drive for each course attendee. The instructor will direct 
course attendees in the methods of teaching local anesthesia theory and clinical procedures. This is not a hands-on course. Ways of 
simplifying the complex topics are clearly explained so that seasoned and novice educators will be well prepared to deliver the in-
formation in their own courses. The course material can be applied in conjunction with any of the local anesthesia textbooks cur-
rently available for dental hygiene education.  

7. Community Dentistry Educator’s Workshop (12 ceu’s)  Thurs. Aug. 3, 1:00 – 5:00 PM and Fri. Aug. 4, 8:00 AM-5:00 PM 
Course Instructors: Roberta Brown, CDA, RDH, MS., Brent Molen, RDH MA Ed, Gwen Welling, RDH, MS.      

Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/07-community-dentistry-educators-workshop/ 

 This workshop provides the attendees with an understanding of the components necessary for developing competency-based 
community dental health courses and community partnerships and service opportunities for dental hygiene students. Presenters 
will demonstrate methods of measuring student competency in assessing needs, planning, implementing and evaluating communi-
ty programs; demonstrating communication skills in diverse populations; application of self-assessment in problem solving and 
critical thinking. It also includes examples of how the program can best demonstrate compliance with accreditation standards re-
garding community dental health in the curriculum and during the preparation of the self-study report and conduct of the site vis-
it. Presenters will outline the methods of assembling the components of a community-based program through the formation of 
committees and establishing networks for finding stakeholders and partners. Institutional reviews, legal considerations and affilia-
tion agreements will be presented and discussed.  A short bus trip will take attendees to go on a tour of a community health center 
(The Barnabas Center) which ranks in the top 1% of community health centers in the U.S.  While at the Barnabas Center, a grant 
writer will provide a presentation on grant writing.   The final four hour session includes a presentation by Roberta Brown on “How 
to Teach Community Dentistry” and it includes all the materials such as the syllabus, lesson plans, power point presentations, tests, 
and activities of the course on a flash drive.     

 8.Oral Pathology Symposium: Standardized Approaches for Clinical & Radiographic Assessment(8ceu’s)                                            
Fri, Aug,4,8:00AM-5:00 PM  Course Instructors: Robert Langlais, BA, DDS, MS, PhD, FRCD(C)  and Craig S. Miller, DMD, MS  

Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/08-oral-pathology-symposium-with-dr-langlais-dr-miller/ 

Dr. Langlais and Dr. Miller are the authors of 5 editions of the Color Atlas of Common Oral Diseases, an internationally acclaimed 
textbook that for more than 20 years has provided detailed analysis of more than 600 disease entities in the mouth in an easy to 
understand format.  This book is a standard for education of dental, dental hygiene and dental assisting students, as well as serving 
as a chairside reference for dental practitioners. 

 In the morning session, Dr. Craig S. Miller will lead an entertaining discussion regarding common oral lesions. Emphasis is on the 
assessment and diagnostic process, the progression of disease from subtle asymptomatic conditions to symptomatic ulcers and 
growths, and how to document these abnormalities in the electronic health record.  Dr. Miller uses his databank of over 30 years of 
practice and being the Editor of the Oral Medicine section of the journal Oral Surgery, Oral Medicine, Oral Pathology and Oral Radi-
ology, to present a large variety of clinical examples of red, white and pigmented lesions, gingival lumps and bumps, oral ulcers, 
drug-induced oral lesions and oral manifestations of systemic disease. Practical advice and common treatment remedies will be 
provided.                                                                                                                                                                          Continued on Page 13 
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In the afternoon session, Dr. Robert Langlais will provide a presentation and lead a discussion on recognizing developmental and 
pathological entities which affect the teeth and the impact on practice; how pathologic lesions may alter the normal radiographic 
anatomy of the jaws and usage of the appropriate descriptive terms. Dr. Langlais will also present on new technology: the unique 
advantages and diagnostic accuracy of the extraoral panoramic bite wings for the detection of interproximal caries, the Aribex 
hand held intraoral machine including safety, and cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) as an added panoramic machine fea-
ture and what it does better than any other imaging modality. 

 

9. Allied Dental Educator’s Teaching Methodology (8 ceu’s)  Sat. Aug. 5, 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM                                                                                                            
Course Instructors:   Deborah Holexa, RDH, MS and Brent Molen, RDH MA Ed 
Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/09-allied-dental-educators-teaching-methodology/ 
This is a general educational methodology course for part-time as well as full-time faculty who teach in dental assisting and dental 
hygiene programs. The topics include the learning environment, learning styles, teaching styles, faculty team building and calibra-
tion; critical thinking, test construction, rubrics, providing student feedback and remediation. To demonstrate compliance with 
Standard 3-7, all faculty members MUST take a general education methodology course such as this one and ALSO specific subject 
methodology subjects such as our “How to Teach” courses offered in camp.  
 
10. Medical Errors in Healthcare: Root Cause Analysis, Error Reduction and Prevention, and Patient Safety (2 ceu’s) Sat. Aug 5, 
8:00-9:45AM (2 ceu’s) Course Instructor: Cynthia Biron Leiseca, RDH, EMT, MA 

Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/10-prevention-of-medical-errors/ 

This course provides participants with information to help establish root causes of medical errors that might occur in healthcare 
settings, and includes steps that should be taken to ensure patient safety. The lecture includes definitions of significant terms relat-
ed to medical errors, reasons for studying about errors that might occur, discussion of system failures and types of errors that 
could occur, information about how root cause analysis is used to establish where errors occur and how they can be prevented, 
ideas for prevention of errors in healthcare, procedures for documentation and record-keeping, and communication techniques to 
prevent or reduce the occurrence of errors. Meets licensure requirement for medical disciplines to qualify for  

 
11. Domestic Violence Issues for the Medical Professional Length: 2 hours (2 ceu’s) Sat. Aug. 5, 10:00 AM—Noon 

Course Instructor: TBA Hubbard House 

Link to Register: https://www.dhmethed.com/product/11-domestic-violence/ 

Presentation includes Dynamics of Domestic Violence (DV 101) focusing on the physical and emotional health of victims and their 
children. Discussion topics include signs that may indicate domestic violence injuries, emotional reactions and potential perpetra-
tor behavior within the medical setting, how to address potential victims, resources available, and mandatory reporting require-
ments. This presentation is ideal for nursing students and faculty, hospital staff, emergency providers and other medical personnel. 
Two hours of training is required to meet licensure requirements for medical disciplines to qualify for Continuing Education Units 
(CEU) 

12. How to Teach Periodontology (4ceu’s)    Sun, Aug, 6, 8:00AM - Noon  
Course Instructor: Deborah Holexa, RDH, BS, MS   
Link to Register:   https://www.dhmethed.com/product/12-how-to-teach-periodontology/                                                                                                          
This course includes the entire contents of the Periodontology course for dental hygiene students. The course includes the course 
manual, syllabus, power point presentations, class activities, course projects, case based quizzes and exams. The entire course is 
placed in electronic format on a flash drive for each course attendee. The instructor will direct course attendees in the methods of 
teaching Periodontology to students. Ways of simplifying the complex topics of the subject matter are clearly explained so that 
seasoned and novice educators will be well prepared to deliver the information in their own courses. The course can will be ap-
plied in conjunction with the textbook, “Periodontics for the Dental Hygienist” by Jill S. Nield-Gehrig.  
 
  

Link to Summer Camp page: https://www.dhmethed.com/summer-camp/ 
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DH Methods of Education, Inc.                                                                                                

Summer Camp Amelia Island, FL     July 31 – August 6, 2017 

PRINT Name:_______________________________________________________  

                     (This is how your name will appear verifying your continuing education credits)    

Address:______________________________________________________   

City, State, Zip_________________________________________________________ 

Phone:_____________________Fax _____________________ E-mail: __________________________ 

College/ Univ. Where Teaching:________________________________Circle your discipline: CDA, DDS, DMD, RDH         

Requests for cancellations must be received at least 2 weeks prior to the camp date. However, for cancellations received after this 

deadline, 75% of the tuition may be applied toward future camps. Tuitions for no-shows will be forfeited NO EXCEPTIONS. DH 

Methods of Education, Inc. is not responsible for reimbursement of non-refundable airline tickets and any other travel expenses if 

the course is cancelled.  

Final Registration                                                                  

Full Payment by: 

                           July 10, 2017 

Mon. July 31 & Tues. Aug. 1 8a-5p 

   1. DH Clinical Teaching Methodology (12 ceu’s)  $650 _____ 

Mon. July 31 & Tues. Aug.1, 8a – 5p & Wed. Aug. 2, 8a-Noon                                                                                                                                                      

2. Radiology Educator’s Workshop (20 ceu’s)   $950 _____ 

Wed. Aug. 2, 1-5p  3. How to Teach Dental Materials (4 ceu’s)   $525 _____ 

Wed. Aug. 2, 8a-5p 4. DH Accreditation Workshop (8 ceu’s)   $525 _____ 

Thurs. Aug. 3, 8a-5p 5. DA Accreditation Workshop (8 ceu’s)   $525 _____ 

Thurs. Aug. 3, 8a-Noon 6. How to Teach Local Anesthesia (4 ceu’s)    $525 _____ 

Thurs. Aug. 3, 1-5p &   7. Community Dentistry Educator’s Workshop (12 ceu’s)                                                                                                                   

Fri. Aug. 4, 8a-5p      (Accreditation and public health update)   $525 _____ 

Fri. Aug. 4, 8a-5p  8. Oral Pathology Symposium (8 ceu’s)   $325 _____ 

Sat. Aug. 5, 8-5p  9. Allied Dental Educator’s Teaching Methodology (8 ceu’s) $325 _____  

Sat. Aug. 5. 8a-9:45 10. Prevention of Medical Errors (2ceu’s)     $70 _____ 

Sat. Aug. 5, 10a-Noon 11. Domestic Violence (2 ceu’s)      $70 _____        

Sun. Aug. 6, 8a-Noon 12. How to Teach Periodontology (4 ceu’s)   $525 _____ 

 Lunch is provided for those registered in Classes #1-9                                                                                                    

Lunch is NOT provided for those registered in Classes #10, #11, #12 

Register Online: www.DHmethEd.com  

To register by mail:   Make checks payable to: DH Methods of Education, Inc. and mail to:                                                                                                 

DH Methods of Education, Inc.     P.O Box # 17197    Fernandina Beach, FL 32035                                                                                                  

Please: Do NOT mail or FAX credit card or P.O. numbers or ask us to reserve your place in a class without regis-

tration payment       

All classes are held in the hotel and reserved meeting space within walking distance from the hotel. 

Hampton Inn & Suites Historic Harbor Downtown                                                                                                                                             

19 South 2nd Street, Fernandina Beach, Amelia Island, FL32034              Call Direct for Reservations   (904) 491-4911 or book          

reservation online through this link: https://secure3.hilton.com/en_US/hp/reservation/book.htm?execution=e1s1                            

Block of rooms is under “Dental Camp”.    

Rates are: Single(King) $139   Two Double $149    Suite (King or Double) $159                      

Deadline for discounted block of rooms expires by July 9, 2017 

Courses  in  color coded  text 

to  help you avoid  registering 

for classes offered at the same 

http://www.DHmethEd.com
https://secure3.hilton.com/en_US/hp/reservation/book.htm?execution=e1s1

